Macrophages in melanocytic naevi.
Whereas the inflammatory infiltrates of malignant melanoma have been widely investigated, little is known about the infiltrates accompanying benign melanocytic naevi. Using monoclonal antibodies directed against HLA-DR antigens, the CD1 antigen, the transferrin receptor and functionally divergent macrophage subpopulations, frozen fresh material of 87 melanocytic naevi (MN), ten primary cutaneous melanomas (PCM) and ten samples of normal skin were studied. Compared with normal skin, abundant HLA-DR+ cells were found in the stroma of MN equivalent to the quantity present in PCM. In MN we found higher numbers of dermal CD1+ dendritic cells compared with PCM and normal skin. There were more macrophages that expressed the transferrin receptor or the antigens 27E10, RM3/1 and 25F9 in MN than in normal skin but fewer than in PCM. No significant differences were found between congenital MN (n = 40), common acquired MN (n = 27) and dysplastic MN (n = 20) macrophage subpopulations. Also, no correlations were evident between macrophage infiltrates and naevus location or patients' age. Our data show that potential melanoma precursors among melanocytic naevi cannot be identified by the pattern of macrophage infiltrates.